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Expanding Our Team 

CONCEPTS AV Integration continues to 

expand our team of AV professionals 

with the addition of Paul Moerke. 

Paul joins our team of technicians with 

18 years of audio visual installation 

and programming experience.  He is a 

certified Electrovoice Speaker repair 

technician and has been trained in  

Extron Electronics and Shure:   

Professional Media.  Paul also brings 

experience as a sound engineer for 

large venue live events and sound  

studio design. 

CONCEPTS welcomes the growth of 

our team with the added expertise of 

Paul.  We are confident that our new 

addition will help us improve service 

to our clients and enable us to take on 

more business in the future.   

Your Resource for FSR  

CONCEPTS AV Integration can help you get the best prices on the FSR products you need for your project.  

Our close relationship with our manuracturer gives us savings that we can pass on to your business. 

FSR specializes in AV connectivity needs and manufactures interfaces, matrix and seamless switchers, distri-

bution amplifiers and CATx solutions in addition to their wide variety of floor, wall, ceiling and table boxes. 

CONCEPTS AV Integration is proud to distribute quality products manufactured in the United States from a 

company with over 30 years of experience.  We can give you the products you need for less. 

Creating the Perfect Ambience 

Renting LED lighting can transform your event with a wide variety of 

rich colors and a quality that can’t be beat.  Unlike traditional  

lighting, LED lights give off no UV emissions and very little infrared 

making them safer and suitable to use around heat sensitive items.  

LED lighting requires less voltage than traditional lighting and the 

lower energy use helps reduce operational costs.   

LED fixtures are smaller in size making them ideal to rent for events 

where space is a concern.  They are also easier to transport and  

arrange.  They can be used to create almost any perceivable color 

and can be easily changed from one color to the next. 

If you are interested in renting LED lighting for your next event,  

contact CONCEPTS AV Integration for selection and pricing.  
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